IronOx Corrugated panel is ideal for creative builders looking to design with the aesthetic beauty of rusted corrugated steel. Its historic corrugated form preserves the old-fashioned design of steel panels that have graced the countryside for decades.

**FEATURES AND BENEFITS**
- Heavy 22 gauge steel with 36" out-to-out width.
- Unpainted and untreated steel allows the surface to rust and form a natural iron oxide finish.
- Matching flat sheet offered in 46" width.
- Fastener options; plated/painted fasteners in Terra-Cotta color.

**RECOMMENDATIONS AND CAUTIONS**
- Performs best in environments with low humidity, not recommended near salt spray and frequent rain locations as it will shorten the life of the panel.
- IronOx Corrugated will continue to rust for life of the panel. Acid washing will degrade the steel performance.
- Rust runoff will likely stain the surrounding surfaces.

IronOx does not meet the minimum requirements for a metal roof covering per the IBC® and IRC®. Check the building code requirements for your project before ordering or installing.

IronOx meets ASTM A-1008 Cold Rolled annealed, does not meet ASTM A606-96 Type 4.

ASC Building Products does not provide any warranties, expressed or implied, on 22 gauge black steel (cold-rolled bare steel) referred to as IronOx Corrugated. This product is intended to naturally weather and rust. ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, ARE DISCLAIMED AND EXCLUDED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE.

*IBC® and IRC® are registered trademarks of International Code Council, Inc.*
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